Control of Cycling Limb Movements: Aspects for Rehabilitation.
Walking, swimming, cycling, and running are cyclic movements that are often performed in training programs or rehabilitation protocols by athletes or people with neuromotor disorders. The muscular and kinematic activities that are acquired during cyclic movements reveal control principles, especially for the optimization and stabilization of motor performance, for a given criterion in rehabilitation processes. The influence of external loads and resistive forces on limb movements should be considered in rehabilitation protocols and when assessing physical activity levels or defining activity patterns for the artificial control of limb movements. This chapter focuses on special cyclic limb movements: lower and upper limb cycling. Two aspects of this research and applications are discussed. First, variances of movement patterns are examined at different levels of the motor system (endpoint, joint configuration, muscle) during unimanual right and left arm cycling and bimanual cycling movements. Second, it is shown that the muscle activity patterns that are acquired during lower and upper limb cycling in able-bodied people may be used to define and improve stimulation patterns for functional electrical stimulation-driven cycling movements in spinal cord-injured individuals. This report also discusses the advantages of the application and control of these types of movements for the rehabilitation of people with paralyzed limbs.